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We have already understood that in order to have a good design, a good intention is 
necessary. Now you may begin to comprehend that to maintain the intention is not easy. As 
the design process flows from abstraction to something more concrete, determining factors 
are also getting more intense and starts to proliferate. We need to have a good calibration 
and integration of our body and mind (i.e. skills and sensibilities) in order to control these 
factors. Therefore, the next keyword after INTENTION is CONTROL.  

If you remember in our discussion regarding PRINCIPLES, those are actually about control. 
Principles are aspects to be consider in forming an order. Order represents designerʼs 
intentionality and how he/she controls it. This situation happens and need to be maintained 
in every step during the design process. An outstanding design idea would be distorted if we 
lost our control/intention during the process. 

The last project can be a good example to discuss this issue. You have been asked to make 
animated joints for your timber composition. If the previous project we only need to design 
joints to control the form of an object, the animated joints project, you are also required to 
have control in the movement of the designed joints. The common mistakes that we found 
are this; you lost your control/intention of your joints, which means you are also losing your 
design.  

So what does this mean? 

It means that your joints are not working properly within a certain designed intention. It is 
merely working as a mechanism. A hinge joint can swing, a slide joint can slide, and a 
rotating join can rotate. They are just working according to basic embedded mechanisms. 
These mechanisms require control to have them working properly to serve your intention. 
After being aware and certain on what you want to make (intention), you need to elaborate 
the many factors to have the object works accordingly. You shall begin to think how to make 
the joint work/ move? How should you control it? 

I believe that all of you have read the articles in our blog about this. The basic control of joint 
that we need to think of are; when to move and when to stop. What kind of movement I want 
to make? Will it be a uniform movement – series of joints that move in the same rhythm, 
distance, and direction?  A rhythmic movement – a joint that move following certain 
repetition and rhythm? Or will it be an automated movement – a joint that its movement is 
triggered by another joint movement and trigger another joint as well? Towards what 
direction that the joint will move? Does weight and texture of materials influence the quality 
of the joint movement?  

Those questions are necessary to be think of thoroughly in your design process. Remember, 
design is not merely making an object or composition. Design is not about skill refinement on 
manipulating materials. The DNA of design is the existence of an intention and the role of the 
designer is to control all utilized elements in order to realized/ make this intention into 
becoming something. Design is about control.  

 


